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Optimal | Definition of Optimal by Merriam-Webster
Pareto efficiency, or Pareto optimality, is an economic state where resources cannot be reallocated to make one individual better off without making at least one individual worse off. Pareto ...
Deﬁnition of a Linear Program
For each combinatorial optimization problem, there is a corresponding decision problem that asks whether there is a feasible solution for some particular measure m 0. For example, if there is a graph G which contains vertices u and v, an optimization problem might be "find a path from u to v that uses the fewest edges". This problem might have ...
Excel Solver - Solutions: Feasible, "Good" and Optimal ...
In the theory of linear programming, a basic feasible solution (BFS) is, intuitively, a solution with a minimal number of non-zero variables. Geometrically, each BFS corresponds to a corner of the polyhedron of feasible solutions. If there exists an optimal solution, then there exists an optimal BFS.
What does non optimal solution mean? - definitions
Jiri's answer gives the intuitive explanation. Formally, the fact that an optimal solution lies at an extreme point is a consequence of the representation theorem for polyhedra and the fact that the feasible region of a linear program is a polyhedron.
What is multiple optimal solution - Answers
An optimal solution is a feasible solution where the objective function reaches its maximum (or minimum) value – for example, the most profit or the least cost. A globally optimal solution is one where there are no other feasible solutions with better objective function values.
optimization - Optimum solution to a Linear programming ...
Optimal Solution: The optimal solution to an optimization problem is given by the values of the decision variables that attain the maximum (or minimum) value of the objective function over the feasible region.
Alternate Optimal Solution Definition | Operations ...
What is Pareto Optimal Solution. The Pareto Optimal Solution refers to a solution, around which there is no way of improving any objective without degrading at least one other objective. A solution is called Pareto optimal, if none of the objective functions can be improved without degrading some of the other objective values.
What is Pareto Optimal Solution | IGI Global
Definition of optimal solution, possibly with links to more information and implementations.
Optimization problem - Wikipedia
A means for providing a minimum repair solution in a memory redundancy allocation system by finding an optimal solution assuming the availability of unlimited spare resources and then, under the same conditions, adapting the optimal solution obtained to an existing ratio of spare resources.
Optimal | Definition of Optimal at Dictionary.com
Multiple or Alternative optimal Solutions In some of the linear programming problems we face a situation that the final basic solution to the problem need not be only one, but there may be alternative or infinite basic solutions, i.e., with different product mixes, we
Basic feasible solution - Wikipedia
Deﬁnition: An optimal solution to a linear program is the feasible solution with the largest objective function value (for a maximization problem). Modeling Assumptions for Linear Programming
Optimal solution - definition and meaning - Market ...
Typically, an optimal solution is a solution to a problem which satisfies the set of constraints of the problem and the objective function which is to maximize or minimize. Example: Here, the graphical analysis of a problem is given with set of (< =) constraints and a maximizing objective function.
optimal solution - NIST
optimal solution is the possible solution that we able to do something and feasible solution is the solution in which we can achieve best way of the solution Asked in Math and Arithmetic

Optimal Solution Definition
optimal solution: Alternative or approach that best fits the situation, employs resources in a most effective and efficient manner, and yields the highest possible return under the circumstances. Any tinkering with an optimum decision makes it only worse. Very few optimal solutions can be found by statistical analysis or formulae, most require ...
Linear Programming:Multiple or Alternative optimal ...
Optimal definition is - most desirable or satisfactory : optimum. How to use optimal in a sentence.
optimal solution - definition - English - Glosbe
The New Hacker's Dictionary(5.00 / 1 vote)Rate this definition: non optimal solution. (also sub-optimal solution) An astoundingly stupid way to do something. This term is generally used in deadpan sarcasm, as its impact is greatest when the person speaking looks completely serious. Compare stunning. See also Bad Thing.
Math 407 De nitions : Sections 1{3
Optimal definition, optimum(def 3). See more. ... A precautionary move aimed at perfecting how much more the Banzi will need to take in order to reach an optimal high. Hallucinating Away a Heroin ... Wide use is to be made of econometric models in the search for optimal solutions. Area Handbook for Bulgaria | Eugene K. Keefe ...
What is optimal solution? definition and meaning ...
The term optimal solution refers to the best solution for a company to solve a problem or achieve its aims. The term is common in business. The term is common in business. However, we can also use it in economics, for military options, mathematics, and in other situations.
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